Innovations in Food Technology
Precision, Reliability, Service
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hagedorn

Circular Slicer Blades

hagedorn. High-Tech Blades for a Superior Cutting Performance
Product innovations lead to higher levels of customer
satisfaction. hagedorn slicer blades last up to twice as
long as standard blades.

Service Life of Circular Blades for the Food Processing
Industry

hagedorn Circular slicer blades are used in all kinds of
food slicing machines for the processing of foods like sausages, ham, bacon, meat and cheese. hagedorn blades
stand for precision, reliability, hygienic design and highest
efficiency. On top of that special coatings ensure consistently high product quality.
hagedorn blades are suitable for slicing machines of all
leading manufacturers such as Weber, GEA, Marel, Titan,
Formax and Thurne and guarantee highest operational
safety as well as an improved slicing process.
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hagedorn

Involute Slicer Blades

hagedorn. A class of its own.
The production and maintenance of food processing machine blades requires a great deal of expertise. hagedorn
continually works on the manufacturing process of their
signature blades to constantly improve the quality of their
products.
The manufacturing process ensures a high true running
accuracy as well as a particular stiffness of the blade. Incorrect movements, vibrations or inaccurate cuts can be
avoided.
Innovative hardening processes and the use of CNC grinding technology round off the optimal production of perfectly sharpened blades while various coatings prevent chemical influences.
Not only do we offer individual and customized blades but
we may as well reproduce them for our clients at any time.
All in all, hagedorn slicer blades offer an impressive blade
life and an excellent price-performance ratio.
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As soon as hagedorn involute slicer blades have reached the end of their
service life they are not discarded but restored – thereby they represent a
new multi generation of slicer blades.

hagedorn. Individuality and Flexibility.
Thanks to their specific technical know-how, hagedorn
can provide customized blades upon request and basically
sets no limits on meeting their customers‘ request.

hagedorn blades are extremely advanced and will therefore continue to redefine cutting performance standards
for the entire food processing industry.
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Service Management

hagedorn. Full-Service meets Quality Assurance.
Circular and Involute slicer blades are processed solely by
modern CNC machines. Expert engineers and technicians
with decades of experience developed a certain manufacturing method that allows us to consistently increase the
productivity of our slicing machines.

Precisely timed and accurately documented procedures
allow an exact restoration of the blades regarding their original sharpness, serration, balancing and coatings throughout their entire service lives.

Economically speaking, the technical know-how and experience is also of benefit when it comes to the reprocessing
of blunt blades.
At hagedorn, blunt blades are not simply sharpened or
replaced but completely reprocessed.
Intense restoration technology enables us to return used
blades to ‘like-new’ condition. Consequently our blades
last for generations without loss of quality.
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“Our aim is to transfer the expertise and reliability
that we have already successfully demonstrated
in our domestic market to new markets.
Reaching the new markets applying our novelty
technology and experience“
Matthias Hagedorn, Managing Director

hagedorn operates seven branches in Germany as well as several international service support centres in other
European countries.
hagedorn is a leader supplier of industrial blades specializing in cutting technology and a trendsetter when it comes
to economical service solutions.
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